
Pooka’s Page for Grownups 

 

 
Readers have been asking on Pooka’s Circle facebook page 
for Pooka and our Team to address the pandemic.  
We tackled the issue when the pandemic first started and got 
a bit of criticism.  But, responding to the messages from our 
Readers,  in this issue, our stories have touched on it once 
more. We hope they help your children understand that they 
are not alone and that “this too shall pass”. 
 

A popular section of the magazine for years has been the inclusion of kids whose birthdays fall 
around the current holiday.  
 
 I had to stop for a while due to the cranky idiosyncrasies of a dying laptop.  I have a new laptop 
now so we’re starting it up again...and Pooka is very happy about that.  The little cat missed 
writing his birthday messages to the kids! 
 
About 2 weeks prior to each issue, I’ll be asking for names on our facebook page to be included 
in the upcoming magazine. If your child’s birthday (or yours!) falls between the dates 
posted,please include them in the comments. There’s usually a 2 day period between the post 
calling for birthdays and the cut off date when Pooka gathers the names and starts writing his 
responses.  
 
 
 

We’d like to wish you a magical Ostara filled with wonderful 
new beginnings! 
From Lora, Pooka and the fabulous Pooka Pages Team 
 
 



 

Ostara 
Other Names: Vernal Equinox, Spring Equinox, Rite of Eostre, 

Equinozio della Primavera (Strega), Alban Eiber (Druid), Festival of the Trees, and Lady Day. 

Spring is here and day and night are in balance! New life and fresh beginnings surround                
us as Earth celebrates with bright colors, fresh fragrances and the songs of birds. Eggs               
and hares symbolize all the things being born now. A perfect day for a picnic brunch, an                 
egg hunt or to bless and plant your Spring Garden! 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

Storybook Chair - Pooka’s Bored 
Coloring Page - by Lilliane Grenier 
Kitchen Witch - Ostara Recipes 

Little Book of Shadows - Eggshell Magic 
Elsie’s Herb Garden - Elder 

Letter from Scotland by Fiona Tinker 
Coloring Page - by Lilliane Grenier 

Learn with Pooka by Carmen Sanchez-Bezzard 
WitchCrafts - by Mim Burrows 
Wee Witchling’s Read-Along 

Our Ostara Birthdays 
 

 

You can write to Pooka at pookachild@hotmail.com or join in the discussions on  
Pooka's Circle on Facebook. 

Pooka Pages, unless otherwise noted, is written and illustrated by Lora Craig-Gaddis. 

The Pooka Pages Magazine © Copyright March 2021. No portion of this magazine may be 
used without the author/ artist’s permission.  To contact the author/artist or for general inquiries 
and comments, write to pookachild@hotmail.com 
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Pooka’s Bored 
 
Poor Pooka was bored out of his furry skull.  The weather had been extra severe this winter 
with the snow piled so deep that, when he tried going outside, not even the upright tip of his 
black tail would be showing.  He and Elsie had to resort to a game of “Marco/Polo” just so she 
could find and rescue him. 
So the little cat had been parked inside the cottage for months, just twiddling his whiskers. 
Normally, he’d have had his witch to play with him.  However, a terrible sickness had swept 
through the village and each morning Elsie would set out with a fresh basket of herbal 
medicines to deliver.  
“Take me with you!” Pooka would cry.  
The girl shook her head sadly while fastening on her cloak. “I can’t.  The snow’s too deep for 
you to walk through. Besides, the Village Mayor says that everyone should stay home until this 
sickness passes.” 
So the little cat would press his nose against the window and watch her leave.  Many hours 
later, when she returned, Elsie would head straight to her herb room to make more medicine. 
Afterward, the little witch was just too tired to be much fun. 
Now, the snow was melting, but the Stay-at-home order also meant that none of his friends 
came over to play.  Even Thistle the Fairy kept away for fear of catching one of the icky human 
germs. 
Pooka was running out of ideas for entertaining himself.  He started doing crazy things like 
seeing how fast he could run along the tops of the bookshelves.  Naturally, all the books, 
knick-knacks  and plants up there went crashing to the floor.  Elsie was quite cross when she 
got home and saw the mess she had to clean up. 
Another time, he spotted a drawer of her desk that was partly open.  He crawled in - just to see 
if he would fit.  He did, barely.  But then the weight of his body caused the well-oiled drawer to 
slide shut again.  Pooka had been stuck in there all day until his witch got home. 
“Why don’t you play with your catnip mouse?” she suggested. 
But Pooka was tired of his toy.  He stepped in front of it and used his hind leg to kick it into a 
dark corner under the sofa.  “I can’t,” he said.  “My Mouse is sick and he’s self-isolating.” 
Elsie raised her eyebrows, but said nothing. 



The next day, Edgar the Crow landed 
on the ledge of the kitchen window 
and squeezed through the opening. 
In his beak, he carried a small, rolled 
up tube of paper which he dropped at 
Pooka’s paws.  
“What’s this?” asked the cat, instantly 
intrigued. 
“From Tommy!” cawed the crow. 
A letter from his young friend, 
Tommy?  Pooka eagerly unrolled the 
paper. But it wasn’t a letter.  In fact, it 
didn’t make any sense!  It was just a 
series of hash marks with an X drawn 

in one of the boxes they formed. 
“It must be a symbolic code!” he thought excitedly.  He ran to Elsie’s bookshelves and began 
pulling down every volume he could find that had references to occult symbolism.  By the end of 
the day, he knew an awful lot about magic symbols, but was no closer to deciphering the 
mysterious message from Tommy. 
He heard the front door open, grabbed the paper, and ran to meet Elsie.  “What’s it say?  I can’t 
read it!” he cried, dropping the scroll at her feet. “It’s in magic symbols that I can’t find in any of 
the books.” 
Elsie picked up the paper, looked at it and started laughing. “It’s not magic symbols,” she told 
him. 
“It’s not some kind of code?” he asked. 
“No,” she chuckled.  “It’s a game!  It’s Tic Tac Toe.” 
“Huh?”  The cat was confused.  How could a piece of paper be a game unless it was crumpled 
into a ball and batted it across the floor so you could chase it?  He followed the girl into the 
kitchen where she put the kettle on for tea.  She then sat at the little wooden table and 
smoothed the paper flat.  Pooka jumped onto the table so he could see what she was doing. 
“Look,” she said.  “The lines form boxes - 3 across and 3 down.  Tommy put an ‘X’ in one of the 
boxes.   Now, you put an ‘O’ in another box.  You take turns until one of you gets 3 of your 
symbols in a row.” 
“That sounds easy,” said Pooka. 
“Well, try it,” smiled Elsie as she rose to start their supper.  
Pooka drew an ‘O’ in a corner box. By now, it was getting dark and time for supper.  He’d have 
to wait til morning to ask Edgar to deliver the scroll back to Tommy.  But, as long as he had his 
crayons out, he decided to draw a picture for his friend at the same time. He drew one of him 
and Tommy sledding together. 
After breakfast the next morning, Pooka gave Edgar the Tic Tac Toe scroll along with his 
drawing.  The big bird launched himself into the air and flew towards the nearby farm that 
belonged to Tommy’s family.  
After he’d left, Pooka paced back and forth along the inside of the ledge, eagerly waiting for the 
crow to return.  Hours slipped by.  What could be taking so long?  



It was cold on the ledge so Pooka finally curled up in his basket by the warm stove for a nap. 
He was awakened by a loud CAW as Edgar finally fluttered to a landing.  The cat leaped up and 
ran to the window.  Edgar carried two scrolls of paper this time! 
Pooka grabbed them eagerly.  One was a picture that Tommy had drawn.  It showed him and 
the cat flying a kite - which they had done together the previous summer.  Pooka grinned and 
remembered what fun they’d had… Tommy trying to get it airborne while the cat kept chasing 
and pouncing on the kite’s cloth tail. Tommy had gotten mad, but Pooka thought it was great 
fun! 
The second scroll was the original one, but it had another ‘X’ in one of the boxes.  Pooka 
studied it, then made his ‘O’.  He was going to give it to Edgar to take back when he realized he 
should draw another picture for Tommy of their adventures.  So he made one showing the time 
Tommy had broken his leg and Pooka had sat on the cast, lending his ‘purring magic’ to help 
heal it. 
By the time he was done with the drawing (he wanted to do a really good job!) Elsie was home 
and making supper. 
That night, Elsie taught him another game called Checkers.  They sat before the hearth fire in 
the parlor enjoying elder flower tea and honey cookies.  Eventually, Pooka got so good at the 
Checkers game that he was winning every time.  He liked that! 
The next morning, Edgar took off with Pooka’s drawing and the Tic Tac Toe game in his beak. 
Instead of pacing the window ledge, the little cat got right to work on another drawing for 
Tommy.  This one was a self portrait showing him with crazy spirals for eyeballs.  Underneath, 
he carefully wrote: “I’m  bored.” 



Edgar returned before Elsie this time.  Pooka grabbed the scrolls he carried, unrolled the larger 
one and started laughing.  It showed Tommy with the same spirals for eyeballs, all his brothers 
and sisters around him yelling and was captioned: “I’m going crazy!” 
He then unrolled the Game.  Tommy had put an ‘X’ blocking Pooka’s 2nd ‘O’ from getting 3 
across.  Hmmm… what to do? 
Pooka studied the paper for a while, then carefully added an ‘O’.  He then gave both scrolls 
back to Edgar. 
A tired Elsie arrived back at the cottage hours later at the same time as her crow.  Rather than 
tackling her at the doorway, the little cat dashed right past her to greet Edgar and claim the 
missives he carried. He couldn’t wait to see what Tommy had drawn next.  And he was 
determined to win their game.  
He giggled at Tommy’s drawing and then studied their game board, deciding where to put his 
next ‘O’. 
Elsie smiled as she stirred the soup that was simmering for their supper.  “It seems you and 
Tommy have found a way to be together and have fun in spite of the sickness going around?” 
“Yeah,” said Pooka from the table as he worked on his new drawing for Tommy.  “I still get 
frustrated, but now I have something to look forward to. And,” he added, “it sort of helps 
knowing I’m not the only one who’s really bored right now.” 
Elsie turned from the stove and sat in the rocking chair by the kitchen hearth.  When she patted 
her lap, the cat left the table and hopped into it. As she slowly scritched under his chin and 
along his cheeks, Pooka purred.  
“I’ve been thinking,” he said, “Maybe this whole sickness thing is just a test from the Goddess to 
see how well everyone can love and take care of each other?  And, once we’ve all shown Her 
that we can, then the sickness will go away?” 
Elsie kissed the top of his furry head.  “Pooks,” she smiled.  “you may be on to something.  You 
know, you’re pretty smart ...for a cat.” 
“Hey!” hollered Pooka, reaching up and batting her nose. “What do you mean, ‘for a cat’?  I’ll 
have you know…” 
“...and here we go!” chuckled Elsie. Settling back in her chair, she braced herself for one of HIS 
lectures. 

 



 



 

 For the Spring Equinox, Elsie likes to prepare a picnic brunch that can be eaten in the garden 
after hunting for the eggs left by Ostara’s bunny.  She serves a bowl of fresh strawberries with 
her Amazing Fruit Dip, a yummy, savory quiche and thick,warm, buttered slices of Pooka’s 
favorite Carrot Bread.  

 
 
 
Elsie’s Amazing Fruit Dip 
 
8 ounces of soft, room temperature cream 
cheese 
1 cup brown sugar 
1 Tablespoon vanilla extract 
1 kid-sized pinch of salt 
 
Put all the ingredients into a deep small 
bowl.  Then use a hand electric mixer to 
whir them all together until smooth and 
creamy.  (Or you can use a whisk, but 
that’s a lot more work. 
 
 
 
 

 
Magically Delicious Ostara Carrot Bread 
 
Ask a Grownup to help you line a loaf pan with parchment paper.  (OR..You can grease the pan 
by rubbing it inside with clean, buttered fingers.  Be sure to get the corners! Then put a little flour 
in the pan and shake it all around until the entire inside surface is dusted.  Dump out any extra 
flour.) 
 



In a bowl, use a whisk or fork to combine: 
2 cups of flour 
1 cup of brown sugar 
1 ½ teaspoons baking soda 
1 tsp salt 
2 teaspoons cinnamon 
4 good pinches of ginger 
2 good pinches of nutmeg 
1 good pinch of clove 
 
In another bowl, use your whisk to combine: 
3 eggs 
¾ cup vegetable oil 
¼ cup milk (almond or oat milk is fine!) 
1 teaspoon vanilla extract 
 
Stir in 2 ½ cups of grated carrots. 
Then, add this to the bowl of wet ingredients and stir it just enough to mix them together. (At this 
point, you can also add a handful of raisins and/ or chopped walnuts.) 
 
Pour the batter into the pan and bake it for about an hour in a 350 degree oven.  (Poke a clean 
broom straw or tooth pick in the bread to see if it’s done.  If it co/mes out clean, then your bread 
is ready!) 
 
 
Ostara Snuggy Bunnies by Mandy and Tristan Storms 
 
Bunnies love carrots...including Ostara’s sacred bunny.   And, when they’re prepared this way, 
Pooka especially loves them! This is a simple recipe that’s perfect for the Spring Equinox 
whether for lunch, a fun appetizer or even as a main dish. 

 
You’ll Need: 
6-7 medium sized carrots 
2 cans Pillsbury Crescent Rolls (yes, these are vegan) 
 
Instructions (16 Snuggy Bunnies): 
Heat the oven to 375 fahrenheit or 190 celsius. 
Put a pot of water on the stove over a high heat.  
While the oven is heating and your water is starting to  boil, 
peel and cut your carrots into 3rds and then add them to the 
pot of boiling water.  Cook them about 10 minutes or until 

they are fork tender but still slightly firm.  
Let them cool so you don’t burn your little fingers.  Meanwhile, unroll the crescent dough and 
separate it into triangles. 



Then, put a carrot piece on the big side of the dough triangle, 
sprinkle with a bit of salt, and roll the dough up so the carrot’s 
tucked inside. 
Bake them on a lightly greased baking sheet for 20 minutes. 
 
You can dip them in ketchup, mustard, ranch dressing or 
whatever else you like.  
 

   

 

 
 
 



 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 Pooka loves searching for the colorful eggs left by Ostara’s sacred bunny.  He also loves eating 
them once he finds them!  While he was busy chowing down though, he was surprised to notice 
his witch carefully saving the shells. 
“Elsie, what are you doing?” he asked.  “You can’t eat the shells. Why are you saving them?” 
The little witch told him: “The eggshells are really good for protection magic - especially if you 
collect them on the Spring Equinox.”  
“Why?” asked Pooka. 
“Well, think about it,” she said.  “The shell’s purpose is to protect the egg inside. And, if you 
collect shells on the Spring Equinox, a day when the Light finally balances and is conquering the 
Darkness, their protective magic is extra strong.” 
Pooka’s eyes got really big and his little paws hastily started scooping up the shells from the 
Ostara eggs he’d just eaten. 
 

Egg Shell Magic 
 

Save the shells from your Ostara eggs.  Wash them and set them in a sunny spot for a day or 
two so they can dry and gather the sun’s energies.  Then, put them in a kitchen blender and 
grind them as finely as you can.  Finish the process using a mortar and pestle until they’re 
reduced to a fine powder.  
 
As you grind the shells with your pestle, say:  
 

Little eggs, protective shell 
Work your magic, work it well, 

A strong guardian you shall be, 
Now let your power work for me! 

 
For extra magic, sort your shells according to color: 
White eggshells are good for general protection. 
Brown ones are best for protecting your home and family. 
Pink eggshells are good for protecting something or 
someone you love. 
Green shells protect your money or something you’re trying to grow. 



Yellow shells will protect your reputation if somebody is saying things about you that are not 
true. 
 
When you are done, store your eggshells in a jar and label them.  
 
To Make a Protective Barrier around your home, mix ground eggshells and sea salt in a 
mortar and pestle, then sprinkle the powder around the outer edges of your property.  
 
To Guard your Entrance:  Mix powdered eggshells with a bit of water  (rain water is best).  You 
want it to be the consistency of a very thin paste. Then, use a paintbrush to draw protective 
runes on every entrance to your home.  You can also do this on the door to your room and on 
any windows or mirrors in there.  Your room will be extra cozy, safe and secure! 
 
Sprinkle Eggshell Dust in your shoes to protect you when you go out.  White eggshells are 
best for general protection. 
 
To Protect your family's Car:  (Always pick up and save any discarded claws and whiskers 
lying around from your cat.  Save these in a special box or bag to use in your magic later.) 
For this spell: Put egg shells along with your kitty’s discarded claw and whisker tied into a small 
red bag and place it in the car saying: 
 

Whiskers guide and claws protect, 
And eggshells are the best guard yet, 

And by the magic power of Three,  
This car will always Blessed be! 

 
 
Pooka Says: Even in Nature, eggs shells come in all different 
colors….including chicken’s eggs!  It all depends on the breed of 
chicken or bird that lays them. That’s pretty awesome! 

●  



 
 
Elder 
“Elsie, where’s that yummy jam for 
my toast?  You know… the purple 
one”?  

The girl across the breakfast table looked sad.  “I’m sorry, Pooks,” she sighed.  “I’ve been using 
all the Elder we harvested to make medicines for the villagers and our friends.” 
The little cat nodded.  “That’s okay.  Is there any strawberry jam?” 
 
   The Elder is considered one of Nature’s most versatile remedies.  Used for about a 
bazillion-gillion years, Hippocrates (the Father of Medicine) called Elder his “medicine chest”. 
   The flowers and berries are packed with stuff that helps boost your immune system.  The 
berries also help fight any inflammation (fevered parts) in your body that could be making your 
joints hurt or causing tummy cramp and be giving you runny poop.  Elderberry syrup is often 
given to kids (and even grownups) who are down with a flu or cold. It can reduce a fever and 
also helps boost your immune system. And, kids like it because it’s really yummy! 
   Children love the elder tree for another reason too.  The pith in the center of a young elder 
branch is very soft and easy to remove.  In the old days, when 
most kids’ toys were homemade, they could make whistles, 
musical pipes and even really cool popguns out of the slender 
branches. 
   However, before cutting a branch, you must always ask 
permission of the powerful Elder Mother who lives in the tree! 
Otherwise, whatever you use it for will be plagued with bad luck. 
And, always leave a “Thank you” offering when you cut a branch 
or harvest Her leaves, flowers or berries.  The offering can be as 
simple as a nice drink of water from a bottle or a coin.  But be 
sure to leave something! 
  According to folk custom, a branch of Elder hung planted next 
to your house or the branch hung over your door was said to 
keep witches from coming in.  Elsie thinks that’s the funniest 
thing she ever heard.  What Elder actually does is stop bad or 
negative energy...and that’s how she uses it.  So far, she’s never 
had a problem walking through the door of her cottage. 
   In the old days, parents would cut thin branches from trees and 
use them to spank their children when they were naughty.  But, 
they would never ever cut it from this tree or the Elder Mother would get very angry with them. 
The Spirit living in each Elder seems to especially like and protect children! 
 



A Letter from Scotland 
 

Dear Little Witches, 

The human world was strange and Meg the cat with half a tail was 
completely confused. It was too quiet. Winter was supposed to be 
over. The story had happened as it was meant to happen. Yet Meg 
knew that something was wrong. It was such a long time since 
human children had run around freely with their friends. The 
playgrounds and the woods were empty. Even the buildings people 
called schools lay silent. It was as if everyone had disappeared into 
the mists of magic. 

The Cailleach was playing tricks. Winter was not over: She’d thrown 
a deep, deep covering of snow when the snow time should be gone. 
It was The Cailleach’s time to rest but she hadn’t so far. Daffodils bravely poked their heads out 
from banks of snow where they could. Spring was arguing with winter about whose turn it was to 
decorate the world and winter was winning. The sky was grey, the land was white and the trees 
stood like dark ghosts against the sky. 

Meg had another worry. Where was Attila the Bun? 

Meg sniffed the air but there was no rabbit scent to be found. Carefully, he plodded through the 
snow, stopping every now and then in the hope of spotting Attila. Meg shivered as he left a trail 
of cat-sized holes in his wake. Suddenly an idea hit Meg’s brain and he stared at the ground in 
horror. What if Attila was underneath all this freezing white stuff? The snowfall was higher than 
the rabbit! Meg frantically began to dig away at the deeper snowdrifts. 

Meanwhile, two faces watched Meg from behind a window in a comfortable and warm room. 
The faces belonged to Angus Óg and Attila the Bun. 

“Don’t you think you should tell him where you are?” asked Angus. 

“In a minute,” replied Attila. “It’s fun watching him get covered in snow.” 

Angus Óg said, “That’s a bit mean, little rabbit.” 

A flash of purple light opened a magic doorway and The Lord of the Realms moved to the 
garden. “Meg,” he called, softly. 



Meowing in delight, Meg leapt towards Angus and jumped gratefully into his arms. It always 
pleased Meg when he was in Angus’s company. Being in his arms was an extra-welcome relief 
from the frozen ground. 

“I really shouldn’t worry about him so much, should I?” Meg asked. 

Gently, Angus stroked Meg’s soft head. “No, you shouldn’t,” he answered. “He’s a magical 
rabbit. He can look after himself.” 

Once again, the beautiful purple light shone. Attila, who had been smugly watching all this from 
the warmth of the house, sighed, twitched his ears and hopped in Angus’s footsteps as he 
returned to his home. 

Attila the Bun landed a little way from a lovely camp fire burning in the green Otherworld. He 
softly crept over to the figures beside the 
fire. Angus Óg, Bride and Meg sat 
around the fire. Surprisingly, The 
Cailleach was there too. 

“Anyway,” said The Cailleach, doing her 
best to ignore Attila, “as I was saying – 
something is not right in the human 
world. It’s all very strange. Why are the 
children hiding?” 

“It is sad,” said Bride. “They have to stay 
away from each other because of a 
sickness everyone is in danger of 
catching.” 

“Everyone?” asked Angus. 

“Yes,” replied Bride. “Staying away is what the human world thinks is the best thing to do so as 
few as possible get sick. It is really hard to do that. It’s been so long since things were normal 
for them.” 

“Poor children,” murmured Angus. 

“Poor me,” screeched The Cailleach. “It took me all that was left of my winter strength to make 
another snow blanket. I thought that would be a way of bringing the children out to play again. 
But it didn’t work.” 

She looked so sad at this that Meg found he forgave her for all the horrible snow. She’d only 
being trying her best in her own way to help. He jumped from Angus’s lap and onto The 



Cailleach’s. Astonished – and secretly pleased – she automatically began to stroke him. Meg 
the cat with half a tail purred contentedly. 

Attila the Bun had a question. It was a big question and he wasn’t sure he could ask it. He 
looked up at Bride. She returned his look and kept looking right down into his soul. 

“We don’t know how,” she said, bleakly. “When sicknesses like this happen, it takes time to find 
the balance and get it fixed.” Bride sighed and looked away. “Once there was a powerful healer 
Goddess in Ireland who could heal anyone of anything. Airmid is her name but she chose to 
fade quietly into the mists of memory and rarely shows herself now. She comes to those who 
call her.” 

Attila gulped. How had Bride managed to answer the question he’d only thought? His big 
question was why the Gods couldn’t fix the world right now. Now he knew. They all had a job to 
do and they were skilled and clever at their special work. But none were able to do everything 
needed to keep the balance of the world working properly. 

Meg the cat with half a tail had been listening to all this talk. He didn’t have much to add and he 
knew he wasn’t the sharpest of thinkers. What he did know was he was getting hungry even as 
the Gods were getting gloomy and sad about children having to stay away from each other. He 
stood up on The Cailleach’s lap, yawned, stretched and said, “Excuse me!” as his belly rumbled 
loudly. 

Laughing, The Cailleach put Meg gently on the ground beside her. “I can take a hint,” she said, 
pulling out the ingredients for bannock making from beneath her cloak. 

Meg watched her as she cooked. “Why do you scatter some of the oats on the ground every 
time? Humans do that to honour their Gods but who are the Gods honouring?” 

“Our Ancient Ones – the Land, The Sea and The Sky,” 
she answered. “And Angus. But also the little lives we 
helped create, to show them we have never forgotten 
them.” 

Meg looked at the scattered oats. Birds and insects 
were making short work of The Cailleach’s gift. His half 
a tail began to buzz and sparkle. Magic, trouble - or 
both - was brewing. The smell of bannocks in the air did 
not disturb the look of concentration on Meg’s face. 

Angus placed a bannock in front of Meg; the cat continued to think. Attila the Bun hopped in 
front of him and pretended to steal his food; Meg never moved. 

This was unusual. 



Then Meg the cat with half a tail did something quite 
extraordinary. He tore a lump from the bannock, padded over 
to a clump of daffodils and dropped the bite of bannock 
amongst them. Then he returned to his food and began to eat 
with his usual enjoyment. 

Three and a half pairs of eyes stared at him. 

“Whaaaaat?” he asked, between mouthfuls. 

“What did you do?” asked Bride. 

“What The Cailleach did,” answered Meg. “I left a small gift for 
Airmid, to let her know she is not forgotten. Perhaps she will 

come back and help us heal?” 

Attila the Bun started to say, “That is the silliest…” but The Cailleach hushed his mouth with her 
finger. 

“Tell me more Meg,” she said. 

“Well,” answered Meg, not at all certain about it. “You left some oats for the little lives. I guess to 
a Goddess we count as little lives too. Bride said Airmid could heal anything and that she would 
come if called. I want her to heal the balance so the human world is fixed. I want the children to 
be able to see their friends and to be able to play together again.” 

“That was all right, wasn’t it?” he asked, nervously. 

“It was more than all right,” laughed Angus Óg, “it was genius!” 

Attila the Bun said, “How will we know if Airmid hears?” 

“By a sign,” muttered Meg. 

Attila the Bun’s nose twitched in disdain. However, Bride said, “A sign like that.” She pointed to 
the ground beside the daffodils. 

There was a mouse: a small mouse with beautiful brown sparkling eyes and gorgeous shiny 
whiskers. But this mouse walked upright and he carried a white tulip. The mouse sauntered over 
to Meg and dropped the flower in front of him. 

Meg looked up at Bride and was surprised to see tears in her eyes. “You did it, little cat,” she 
said. “Airmid the Healer has heard you.” 



The Cailleach picked up the tulip. As she did 
so, she seemed to grow younger. The blue of 
her skin faded. Her one eye moved from her 
forehead and became two in the usual place. 
She smiled happily, “I can rest now.” And with 
that, she vanished. 

“She’ll be back,” said Angus Óg, “to lead the 
Unseelie Court out of Scotland at Beltane.” 

“Yes, but in the meantime,” answered Bride, 
“we’ve been given hope. Airmid the Healer has 
listened to Meg. She’ll begin her magic to heal 
the strange sickness.” 

“Then children can play again!” squealed Meg, 
happily. 

“Maybe children could gather some white 
flowers for Airmid too?” suggested Attila the Bun. 

“I think she’d like that,” Angus stated. “Yes, I think she would. And it’ll help children remember 
that this awful time will pass. Normal will come back soon.” 

Meg the cat with half a tail only half listened as he turned his attention to eating. Calling a 
Goddess of Healing back from the mists of memory was all well and good, but a bannock was a 
bannock after all. 

Till Next Time, 

Fiona Tinker 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 

Make a Basket  
for Ostara   
By Mim Burrows 

 
  
Colour the basket and handles that are on the next 
page. 
Cut them out.  Then fold the side flaps. 
Bring the edges of the basket up and glue them 
together using the flaps. 
Then, glue on the handle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pooka woke at sunrise and ran out of the 

cottage to play with his friend, Ostara’s bunny.  “I can’t 

play right now,” said the bunny.  “I have to hide these 

eggs for the kids to find.”  “I’ll help,” said 

Pooka.  “Then we can play!”   “Ok, take this basket and 

follow me,” said the bunny.  The basket held lots of 

eggs and was very heavy.  Pooka carried the 



basket.  He followed the bunny through the 

forest, to all the houses in the village 

and then over the fields visiting every farm. 

Finally they’d hidden all the eggs for the 

kids to find.  “Okay,” said the 
bunny, “We’re  done. Now we can play.”  “I’m too tired now,” sighed 

Pooka.   “I think I’ll go just back to the cottage  and 

eat some eggs.” 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 



 

 

RJ, who will turn 19 on April 12, is known 

to be a hard worker with a beautiful 

heart. 

Also on April 12, Chloe will be dancing her 

way into her 8th birthday. 

Eliza turns 8 on April 11.  She and her 

stuffed dog Bushy probably have a big 

day planned. 

Debby’s birthday is on March 16.  We 

don’t know how old she’ll be because Elsie 

told Pooka it’s not polite to ask Grownups. 

Wendy’s birthday is on the same day as 

Pooka’s - March 29.  Wendy will be 1 year 

old. 

Kaylin is a young artist who will be 12 on 

April 2.  Her friend, Duke, wants to join Pooka in wishing her a Happy Birthday. 

On March 16, flower child Madison will be 9. 

There are 2 birthdays coming up in one family:  Lula’s is on March 26 and Amelie will be 8 

on April 14.  Pooka hopes Amelie’s chickens lay an extra special egg for her birthday! 

Robin’s daughter will be 19 on the 30th. 

Little Stella is growing so fast.  She’ll be 3 on March 27.  Maybe she’ll get a blue birthday 

cake! 

On April 6, Joe will be 10 years old.  Pooka hears he just created his first altar and the 

little cat would love to see photos! 

Whitney’s amazing oldest daughter will be 22 on March 17. 

When Merritt’s son was little, she used to read the Pooka Pages to him.  He’ll be 23 on the 

23rd and now he can read them to HER. 

No Fooling!  On April 1, Tori will be 10 and probably making a special Birthday Potion. 

Abryna will be 42 on the day after Ostara. 

Mawgwet will turn 5 years old on April 12… a special birthday for a very special girl. 

On April 12, Gabriel will 11 and Ladybug would like him to know she’s particularly fond of 

birthday cake! 

Pooka’s so pleased to hear what a great reader Charlie is.  His 6th birthday is on March 25 

and Pooka hopes he gets lots of books! 



Mage will be 6 on April 7.  Pooka wonders if a dinosaur would make a good pet? 

Josiah turn 6 on March 17. 

On April 16, Rosemary will be 7. 

Isabella is well on her way to being all grown up. She’s a registered young carer who will be 

12 on April 14.  Pooka is very proud of Isabella! 

On March 26, Phoenix will be 2.  She’s quite a good little dancer! 

Jennifer will be 42 on March 28 and, on March 24, Hazel will be 48.  Happy Birthday, 

ladies! 

On March 10, Mathew turned 6.  Callie, BunBun and Angel are volunteering to help him eat 

all those watermelons that he’ll be planting on Ostara! 

Jessica is a budding herbalist who will be 6 on March 26. 

Erin will be 15 on March 22 and, a few weeks later on April 9, her sister Kiera will turn 14. 

Mary Kate (Jilly) will be 42 on Ostara! 

On April 10, Alice will be 6 years old.  (Pooka hears she has a black cat plushie named 

“Pooka”.  He thinks that is so cool.) 

Dina will be 7 on March 31 and Pooka hopes her birthday is filled with cats and dragons...or 

maybe a Dragoncat. 

On the 15th, Hayleigh will be 12 and Pooka says “Please say Hi to Pooka” for him! 

And, Happy Birthday to Charmagne who’ll be 31 on the 18th. 

 

Happy Birthday to each of you! 

With Love from Pooka  

 

 
 


